WELCOME TO
INSTITUTE OF BASIC & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

I have always stood in reverence to any or from of Education. Education is the manifestation of love and my most cherished possession. Education drives away Ignorance and through illumination it emboldens a man to a righteous thought and action. It empowers a woman and enlarges the horizon of her mind. It energizes a trust and enables a man to earn his living with respect and praise. Hence my love for it. HRNCC therefore is the fruit of my labour and love.

IBVE at carrying the torch of learning further ahead, with added strength, courseware, qualitative dissemination of knowledge, virtue and morality, into a state of perfect maturation may it become a brilliant morning star in the firmament of higher education, research and an unending contribution to man and his trust.

IBVE of all trustees has took decision to educate all the drop out children. It is a right to educate of all persons. The certificate courses are equivalent to 10th and 12th standard of all secondary board. This certificate courses are not eligible for govt. jobs or for higher education. It is only to literate the society.

I whole heartedly thank the parents who in their faith have been patronizing the initiatives in my endless drive of making IBVE for their children to learn and to become worthy citizens.

Girish Gowda M T
Director
INSTITUTE OF BASIC & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

HIGHLIGHTS OF
INSTITUTE OF BASIC & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

- The IBVE running this courses for self help and self employment.
- The vocational course for the knowledge and wisdom for the dropouts students.
- IBVE unique teaching methods are designed to help for further learning process.
- Our primary aim is to educate the dropouts students with the various vocational courses.
- We highly certified by all the major quality accreditations.
INSTITUTE OF BASIC AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (IBVE) is an autonomous body, which is established with Govt. of Karnataka under Indian society Act - 1986 for promotion & development of Matriculation & Intermediate Education.

Institute of Basic and Vocational Education, Karnataka. Conduct the programmes under the guidelines of National Education Policy 1986 Govt. of India. and programme of action 1992 Govt. of India. It has been Constituted to Regulate the Matriculation (Secondary), Intermediate (Senior Secondary), Bachelor Programs and other vocational courses (Under Self Employment Education Scheme) in India with the help of educational experts to educate & train unemployed girls & boys so that they can serve society effectively and with dignity and may impart education on modern lines to preschool children with stress on moral, instinctual, physically and social personality.

IBVE

AIMS & OBJECTIVE

IBVE is committed to provide value-oriented quality education for a view To develop children with integrated personality, and global outlook. We endeavor for continual improvement in the quality management system Through involvement of core associates for total satisfaction of students and Their guardians.

IBVE

PURPOSE

To teach the Students as per IBVE developed Syllabus to get knowledge and meet the capability for promoting next level study.

IBVE

SCOPE

These Academically procedures cover the theory and practical classes for the state equaling syllabus as 10th and 10 + 2 classes Students.
COURSES

Secondary Certificate
Certificate Programme Equivalent to 10Th

Languages (any two)
- English
- Kannada
- Hindi

Subjects (any three)
- Mathematics
- Science
- Social Science
- Physical Education
- Human Rights and Environment Studies (Compulsory)

Senior Secondary Certificate for Arts
Certificate Programme Equivalent to 12Th

Languages (any two)
- English
- Kannada
- Hindi

Subjects (any three)
- History
- Economics
- Geography
- Political Science
- Sociology
- Human Rights and Environment Studies (Compulsory)
- Psychology
- Right to Information Act (RTI)
Senior Secondary Certificate for Commerce
Certificate Programme Equivalent to 12Th

Languages (any two)
- English
- Kannada
- Hindi

Subjects (any three)
- Accountancy
- Economics
- History
- Statistics
- Banking
- Auditing
- Human Rights and Environment Studies (Compulsory)
- Business Studies

Senior Secondary Certificate for Science
Certificate Programme Equivalent to 12Th

Languages (any two)
- English
- Kannada
- Hindi

Subjects (any three)
- Mathematics
- Computer Science
- Physics
- Chemistry
- Biology
- Right to Information Act (RTI)
- Human Rights and Environment Studies (Compulsory)
Certificate Course

Languages
- Basic English
- Basic Kannada
- Basic Hindi
- Computer Training Programme
- Food Processing
- Spoken English
- Security Services
- Fire and Safety
- Insurance
- Office Management
- X-Ray Technician
- Marketing and Salesmanship
- Human Rights and Environment Studies
- Right to Information Act (RTI)

Bachelor Programs

Non Recognised University Grant Commission
- Bachelor Program of Arts
- Bachelor Program of Commerce
- Bachelor Program of Business Administrations
- Bachelor Program of Computer Applications
- Bachelor Program of Science
IBVE

ELIGIBILITY

IBVE Offering Secondary, Senior Secondary and Bachelor Programme Courses. These Courses are of great help to those who have been Dropout their Secondary, Senior Secondary and Bachelor Programme Courses due to various reasons. Now it’s a great opportunity for all of them.

IBVE

TESTIMONIAL

Ashwini Hugar

Best Training procedures adopted by your institute in order to instill useful skills and competencies among the learners that will facilitate them to gain useful employment and self-employment

Vinod Kumar R

It has been persistently felt that the Vocational Programmes, which is being offered by IBVE needs to be aligned and given impetus in accordance with the rapidly changing job market Scenario.

Muniraju D.N

This course is helpful for the self help and the self job the “IBVE” is providing the training and vocational course its help me lot for developing my own business.

Niveditha H.M

Increase the use of work- based learning opportunities in bridge course of “IBVE” providing substantial work-based learning opportunities to those following a “IBVE” program of study those likely to see employment.

Sudha T

Too many students leave high school with out sufficient basic skill for either the labour market or post secondary educations so this kind of programmes helpful for the dropout students make the trained from the institution.
INSTITUTE OF BASIC & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (IBVE)
Certifications & Accreditation

IBVE is certified under the ISO 9001: 2008 Education Organisation

IBVE Working under HRNCC(NGO)

Recognized by Govt. of Karnataka Reg No SOR/RJR/S-310

IBVE Certified under the International Accreditation Organization (IAO)

Career Guaranteed at

For Admission and Enquiries, Please Contact:

INSTITUTE OF BASIC & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Head Office
Arthakallu, Krishnagiri Dist.
Tamilnadu, INDIA
Ph : +91 8892449444 e-mail : ibveindia@gmail.com
www.educationcourseindia.com

Regional Office
# 34, 4th Cross, Gajanananagar, Sunkadakatte,
Bangalore – 560091, Karnataka, INDIA
Ph : +91 8892448444 e-mail : ibvekarnataka@gmail.com
www.educationcourseindia.com